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• news can be unsettling

• seeking accurate map

• makes proposals



• 1999: 6 billion population

• + North America since

• debt different, but:

• investment for alternative

energy and agriculture?

• collapse of $?

• films:

◦ End of Suburbia

◦ We Feed the World

◦ Day After Tomorrow

(Documentary)

◦ Walmart: The High

Price of Low Prices



• much has changed since

1950



• not just bad management

• largely due to depletion of

energy resources



• oil industry in 1859

• Rockefellers, Standard Oil

• Rockefeller Foundation has

funded pet projects:

◦ molecular biology

◦ alternative energy

• oil and money ↔ Ameri-

can history since 1850



• work done by:

◦ domesticated animals

◦ humans (slaves)

◦ machines

• 1960: all fuel-fed machines



• nonrenewable grows

• renewable relative constant

• renewable-2004 = 2 ×
renewable-1850

• US economy grown with

nonrenewable energy



• tank up with 1 liter

• drive until empty

• push the car back

• cost still 1 euro



. .



Why exactly does a Society or an Economy depend upon Energy?

Thermodynamics

• Energy: capacity to move or change matter.

• First Law: energy forms can be converted, but energy is always conserved.

• Entropy: measure of disorder or dissipated energy no longer convertable into work.

• Second Law: entropy never decreases in energy conversions of isolated systems.

•Work is required to create and maintain order, e.g., clean house, repaired car.

• Humans and societies create and maintain order naturally.

• There are no violations of thermodynamics...

• Humans and societies are open systems: energy and matter flow through them.

Order and complexity always have an energy cost.



Net Energy Compared by Energy Profit Ratio (EPR)

Process EPR Process EPR
Nonrenewable Renewable
Oil and gas Ethanol (sugarcane) 0.8–1.7

1940s >100 Ethanol (corn) 1.3
today 10 Ethanol (corn residues) 0.7–1.8

Coal Methanol (wood) 2.6
1950s 80 Solar space heat (fossil backup)
today 8 Flat-plate collector 1.9

Coal liquefaction 0.5–8.2 Concentrating collector 1.6
Geopressured gas 1–5
Electricity Production
Coal Solar

US Average 9 Power satellite 2
Western surface coal Power tower 4.2

No scrubbers 6 Photovoltaics 1.7–10
Scrubbers 2.5 Geothermal

Hydropower 11.2 Liquid Dominated 4
Nuclear (light-water reactor) 4 Hot dry rock 1.9–13



In the US,

• discovery peaked in 1930

• 40 years later...

• production peaked in 1970

• despite intense efforts...

• plateau at best in 1980s

• US is the template



• after US peak in 1970...

• change of lifestyle? no...

• import more oil

• use military

• gas lines of 1973 Arab oil

embargo, and

• price hikes of 1979 fall of

Shah of Iran

• reveal: dependency and

vulnerability



• significance no longer local



• global production peak...

• all agree it will happen...

• but when?

• estimates:

◦ Deffeyes, Princeton:

Thanksgiving 2005

◦ official agencies: 2035

• half way in...

• bell-shaped distribution

• 30–60% never produced

• how much is recoverable?



• estimates converge on 2

trillion barrels

• ≈ |Graz−Vienna|3

• 1 trillion barrels already

extracted!



• creaming curves:

• cumulative discovery

• point to asymptote

• logistic curves point to

roughly 2 trillion barrels



• on average difference is 40

years

◦ North Sea: 30 years

◦ Iraq: 50 years

(sanctions)

• global discovery peaked in

1963...



• from ExxonMobil:

• global discovery peaked in

1963

• discoveries going down

since 40 years

• demand going up

• detail of latest discovery

upturn...



• 1999 and 2000 very good

discovery years

• discoveries made in

Kazakhstan

• since then trend resumed



• 2003 was even worse

• global oil discoveries

declining rapidly



Campbell:

• geochemical breakthrough

in 1980s made it possible

to identify and map the

generating belts.

• shown is the generating

belt for the North Sea.

• the generating belts are

known.



Campbell:

• seismic technology identi-

fies the smallest traps

• ...but not necessary to find

giant fields

• shows absence of large

prospects



• 1960s:

discover > extraction

• 1980: turning point

• today: extract 4 barrels for

every 1 barrel discovered



• superimposed is number of

exploratory wells

• 1980s: heavy investment

• ...did not pay off

• 2003: 8 billion $ invested

in exploration, and only

4 billion $ worth of oil

found.



• 44–45 significant oil pro-

ducing countries

• 25 now past their peaks



• after oil shocks...

• new source of friendly oil

• huge economic boost for

Great Britain

• 2004: first year since 1970s

for Great Britain to be

net importer

• Duncan, Institute for En-

ergy and Man: global

peak in 2007



• production capacity

needed to stay even...



Internation Energy Agency

(notoriously optimistic):

• 2004: 82 million barrels

produced per day

• 2005: +1.5 million needed

to meet new demand

• 2005: +4 million needed to

offset decline in produc-

tion

• 2006: even more, and so on

• requirements are cummu-

lative...

• growing exponentially

• “Oil Field Megaprojects”

(110kB/day at peak, 6

years discovery to pro-

duction) after 2006: none



• ExxonMobil says the same:

• ...need increase by 2015 of

80% of today’s produc-

tion...

• where does it come from?



• new discoveries are declin-

ing rapidly

• unconventional:

◦ deep water oil

◦ natural gas liquids

◦ tar sands from Alberta

◦ shale oil from Colorado

◦ polar or heavy oil from

Veneuzuela

• extremely expensive

• reported reserves “grow”

• legitimate: more recovery

• manipulative: taxes and

ability to satisfy stock-

holders

• no real reserve growth in

new fields: already pro-

cessed with new technol-

ogy



• newest fields (coming on

line within 5 years):

◦ coast of Nigeria

◦ coast of Brazil

◦ Gulf of Mexico

◦ ...deep water projects

(demand is high

enough)

• Sum of new projects: 7–8

million barrels per day

• IEA: need 5.5 million

new barrels per day in

2005, +6=11.5 for 2006,

+6.5=18 for 2007, etc.



• conventional oil production

has peaked

• unconventional:

◦ deep water oil

◦ natural gas liquids

◦ tar sands from Alberta

◦ shale oil from Colorado

◦ polar or heavy oil from

Veneuzuela



Internation Energy Agency

(notoriously optimistic):

• industry wants 4–10 mil-

lion barrels per day of

spare production capac-

ity.

• 2004: none remaining



Internation Energy Agency

(notoriously optimistic):

• admits: OPEC countries

manipulate reserves

which determine produc-

tion quotas

• limits: Shell Oil had to

downgrade its reserves

• “spreading” to other oil

companies

• why aren’t governments

warning citizens?

• optimistic forecasting...



• optimistic forecasting?



• market senses the trend



• green bar is overestimated

• should be about one-third

shorter

• still mostly in the middle

east (swing share)



• most of the oil located in

the horseshoe shaped re-

gion

• possibly underestimated?

• Matt Simmons:

◦ energy investment

banker

◦ author: Twilight in the

Desert: The Coming

Saudi Oil Shock and

the World Economy



• non-OPEC production has

peaked

• Middle East production

has extreme strategic im-

portance

• so what is the plan?...



• can cooperation be part of

the plan?



• this name was changed



• Cheney’s awareness of oil is

known

• where will 6 times the

output of Saudi Arabia

come from?



• Cheney: “...expect war for

the remainder of our life-

times...”

• poorer countries:

◦ Venezuela

◦ Columbia

◦ West African nations

• consuming nations maneu-

vering economically:

◦ western nations and

China

◦ latest Saudi contracts

with China



• US and China locked in

embrace:

◦ US buys cheap goods

from China

◦ China buys American

food

◦ China buys (tremen-

dous) US debt.

debt clock:

$8 trillion total,

$3–4 billion per day!

◦ China seeks American

companies

• China stops buying

American debt:

dollar collapses

• asymmetrical warfare:

terrorism



• shows increasing depen-

dence on less stable areas

of the world



• considerable discussion

about the need for

pipelines through Cen-

tral Asia

• Central Asian reserves

found to be dramatically

less than expected



To avoid resource wars:

• find other energy sources

• now mainly: first three

• next prospects: next three

• other: solar and wind.



• renewables: 7%

◦ hydroelectric: 40%

◦ wood: 38%

◦ waste: 15%

◦ geothermal: 3%

◦ alcohol: 2%

◦ solar: 1%

◦ wind: 1%

• solar+wind=0.14% of total

◦ could grow

◦ 20 years development

◦ double twice (hard):

<1% of total

• official agencies:

◦ 100s of billions of $

inventment required

◦ stated goal: more fossil

fuels

• transition to renewables

becomes ever more diffi-

cult, ever more precipi-

tous



• considerable promotion of

“hydrogen economy”

• motivates addressing

hydrogen



• hypothetical transition has

considerable inertia

• analysis of alternatives to

oil and natural gas shows

they cannot be replaced,

no matter how much is

invested

• example: nuclear, just for

transportation:

◦ 103 plants now

◦ needed: 1000

◦ cost overruns from

existing plants have

nearly bankrupted

utility industries

◦ utility companies have

been rescued by gov-

ernment (taxpayers)

• instead of supply side ap-

proach, demand side ap-

proach...



• where are we spending

energy?

• consider just transporta-

tion (most oil used)

• (data from France)

• biggest contribution: give

up auto

• bicycle is most efficient



• replacing incandescent

bulbs is trivial contribu-

tion

• big three: home heating,

driving and eating

• major contribution: home

insulation

• major contribution: grow-

ing gardens

◦ 10 calories of fossil fuel

for 1 calorie eaten

◦ Cuba has seen its peak

oil and has transi-

tioned to distributed

agriculture and gar-

dens even in cities

• 3000-mile Caesar salad?

• bananas in December?



• proposal: grass-roots coop-

eration

• rationing has been ac-

cepted

• ...once the reason is clear

• home gardens have flour-

ished in such times, etc
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• only about 24 civilizations

in human history

• most have collapsed when

unable to meet these

challenges



• limited possible responses

• supply side or

• demand side

• civilizations eventually

forced to adopt demand

side approach

• Heinberg: technicians are

eager with supply side so-

lutions

• Kunstler: technicians un-

derstand thermodynam-

ics

• carrying capacity:

◦ population before oil

age (industrial revo-

lution): roughly

1 billion

◦ population now:

6.4 billion

◦ propably 5 billion peo-

ple alive now because

of fossil fuels.



• cooperation necessary

• example: most of the world

has signed Kyoto Proto-

col

• major oil consuming na-

tions have to be willing



• “consumerism” is a very

strong message in US

• need to use less for sustain-

ability

• starting to gain traction

even in government

• hard winter expected after

effects of hurricanes

• winter shock may raise

awareness



• critique the usual assump-

tions

• when it is too expensive

for food to be produced,

processed and shipped as

usual, then what?

• it takes energy to process

water

• chain stores have eroded lo-

cal economic infrastruc-

ture

• but goods from China will

eventually cost too much

• where are shoes and cloth-

ing made locally?

• what are the local skills?
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Questions Concerned with the Analysis of Graz

•What are the main items transported into Graz or produced in Graz?

• How would this flow be affected by an ever climbing oil price and oil scarcity?

•Which industries in Graz would be most immediately affected?

•Which industries are most crucial to equilibrium in Graz?

•What crucial items are most difficult to produce locally in Graz?

• How much electrical energy is produced in Graz by which sources?

•Which of these electrical energy sources is most or least reliable?

•What would be the effect if many commuters could no longer afford to drive into Graz?

• How would Graz strenthen the public transport system and provide fuel for it?

• At what level of costs for oil and natural gas do alternative home heating methods pay off?

•When that level of cost is met, can the transition to then cost effective alternatives be made
smoothly or must that transition be promoted beforehand?

• How can Graz prepare itself for any of these possible effects?


